
AI Programming (IT-3105)

Project Module #2:

Implementing Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)

Purpose: Gain a deep understanding of MCTS by implementing a generic version and running it on two
simple problem domains.

1 Introduction

For many years, the standard AI algorithm for two-player games was Minimax with Alpha-Beta Pruning.
IBM’s Deep Blue used it to defeat Gary Kasparov in 1997, and up until very recently, it has been the core
of AI chess players, the best of which now routinely beat top human players.

In addition to Minimax, these algorithms include a host of expert knowledge embodied in a) huge databases
of book-move opening and end-game strategies, and b) complex heuristic functions, which often include
hundreds of weighted factors, such as center control, piece advantage, pawn advancement, etc. All of this
expertise seemed mandatory for an AI chess bot until December of 2017, when Google DeepMind’s Alpha
Zero system soundly defeated Stockfish, the reigning world-champion computer chess player. Alpha Zero
employs no expert knowledge whatsoever. It acquired chess expertise by playing millions of games against
itself, improving via a combination of Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Deep Learning (DL) (a.k.a. Deep
Reinforcement Learning - DRL).

Alpha Zero, like its predecessors: AlphaGo (2016) and AlphaGo Zero (2017), uses Monte Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS) as its core RL algorithm. Designers of AI Go-playing systems have long recognized MCTS as
superior to Minimax for the game of Go for the simple reason that Go heuristics, on which Minimax crucially
depends, have been extremely evasive: even Go experts cannot produce effective heuristics. In MCTS, instead
of evaluating leaf nodes of the search tree with heuristics, a rollout simulation (using a default action-choice
scheme, a.k.a. policy) produces a chain of states from the leaf to a final state, which is trivial to evaluate
since it represents a win, loss or tie for the current player. MCTS performs hundreds or thousands of such
rollouts and averages the results across the search tree as the basis for each move in the actual game. Over
time, the evaluations of nodes and edges in the tree approach those achieved by Minimax, but without the
need for a heuristic. MCTS only needs to know the rules of the game and how to evaluate final states.

In this project module, you will build a general-purpose MCTS system that supports game play in many
domains. You will demonstrate this MCTS on two different games, both of which are quite simple (and easily
solved with Minimax as well). In a future module, you will apply your MCTS system to a more complicated
game.
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2 Your Kernel MCTS System

Details of the MCTS algorithm can be found in lecture notes for this class, in the article ”Monte-Carlo
tree search and rapid action value estimation in computer Go” (Gelly and Silver, 2011) – provided on the
”Materials” section of the course web page – and in a host of online sources. The exact details of the MCTS
algorithm that you decide to implement may vary slightly from these sources, but your code must perform
these four basic processes:

1. Tree Search - Traversing the tree from the root to a leaf node by using the tree policy.

2. Node Expansion - Generating some or all child states of a parent state, and then connecting the tree
node housing the parent state (a.k.a. parent node) to the nodes housing the child states (a.k.a. child
nodes).

3. Leaf Evaluation - Estimating the value of a leaf node in the tree by doing a rollout simulation using
the default policy from the leaf node’s state to a final state.

4. Backpropagation - Passing the evaluation of a final state back up the tree, updating relevant data (see
course lecture notes) at all nodes and edges on the path from the final state to the tree root.

Each process must exist as a separate, modular unit in your code: a method, function or subroutine. These
units should be easy to isolate and explain during a demonstration of your working system. In a future
project module, you will have the option to include a critic for leaf evaluation, but in this assignment, a
rollout is required and is the only form of leaf evaluation.

2.1 Actual Games versus Rollout Games

Taken together, the four processes listed above constitute one simulation in MCTS. Whenever leaf evaluation
involves a rollout, an entire rollout game is played to assess the value of that leaf node. The rollout game
should not be confused with the actual game that the system is playing. Each actual game constitutes an
RL episode, and each move in the actual game stems from the results of M simulations in MCTS, i.e. M
pairs of tree search (to a leaf node) followed by a rollout.

Your system must include M as a user-specifiable parameter. Your laptop’s computing power
will determine the range of M’s that your MCTS can handle, but for the games below (NIM and Ledge),
when the game size (roughly viewed as the number of stones for NIM and the board length for Ledge) is
approximately 10, then an M value of 500 is often sufficient.

2.2 The State Manager

One key to producing a general-purpose MCTS is the separation of game logic from search code. Thus, your
code must contain a separate unit (preferably a class) specialized for a given domain (i.e. game). It should
contain code that understands game states and a) produces initial game states, b) generates child states from
a parent state, c) recognizes winning states, and many other functions associated with the domain. Your
MCTS code will not make any references to a specific game but rather have generic calls to a state-manager
object requesting start states, child states, confirmation of a final state, etc. Failure to follow this simple
design principle will incur a (potentially serious) point loss during the demonstration.
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2.3 Policy Learning

As described in the lecture notes, MCTS may involve three different policies: the tree policy guides behavior
from tree root to a leaf node, the default policy (a.k.a. behavior policy) chooses actions during the rollout
phase, and a target policy is learned via repeated episodes (e.g., actual games) whose actions are governed
by the MC tree.

In this project module, the only learning will involve the tree policy, whose behavior changes as Q(s,a) and
u(s,a) values change. This entails that the intra-episode actions may appear more intelligent as further
simulations (rollouts) are performed. However, since all of the tree information, including Q(s,a) and u(s,a)
values, are discarded at the end of each episode, no inter-episode learning should occur.

In the next project module, you will add a target policy (and also use it as a behavior policy). Then, you
should witness inter-episode learning as well. But in this module, the main route to improved performance is
increasing the number of simulations (rollouts) per episode (parameter M, described above), thus producing
a larger MC tree and enhancing tree-policy learning.

3 A Basic NIM Game

Believed to have originated in ancient China, NIM is actually a variety of games involving pieces (or stones)
on a non-descript board that players alternatively remove, with the player removing the last piece being the
winner, or loser, depending on the game variant. Typical constraints of the game include a minimum and
maximum number of pieces that can be removed at any one time, a partitioning of the pieces into heaps
such that players must extract from a single heap on a given turn, and boards with distinct geometry that
affects where pieces reside, how they can be grouped during removal, etc.

For this project, a very simple version of NIM will consttitute the first test domain for your MCTS. The
2-player game is defined by two key parameters: N and K. N is the number of pieces on the board, and K
is the maximum number that a player can take off the board on their turn; the minimum pieces to remove
is always ONE.

Given N and K, the remaining rules of play are extremely simple: Players take turns removing pieces, and
the player who removes the last piece is the winner.

By changing the values of N and K, we can produce many variations of the game, some of which are
harder than others. Your system must be able to play NIM with any values of N and K, where
100 > N > K > 1.

4 The Old Gold Game

Old Gold, which I will call Ledge for this assignment, involves a one-dimensional board divided into cells,
each of which may be empty or may contain coins of either type 1 (copper) or type 2 (gold). Board length
may vary, but the leftmost spot (position 0) of the board is always known as the ledge. There is only ONE
gold coin on the board, while there can be many copper coins (or none at all). No cell can contain more
than 1 coin at a time.
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Initial configurations of the board can vary dramatically. As long as one and only one gold coin exists on
the board, the configuration is a legal start state.

Players alternate making moves, where a move consists of either a) picking up the coin currently sitting on
the ledge, or b) moving a coin from its current location to another location to the left. If the coin to be
moved resides at location j, and its nearest leftmost neighbor resides at location i (where j − i ≥ 2), then
the coin can be moved to any cell from i+1 to j-1. So the coin cannot hop over any neighbors to the left but
is free to move into any of the cells between it’s current location and the neighbor’s cell. The winner is that
player who removes the gold coin from the ledge. The copper coins incur no benefits when removed from
the ledge.

The difficulty of a Ledge game depends upon the initial board configuration, Binit. This can be a wide
range of vectors of any length L, containing 1 gold coin, and anywhere from zero to L-1 copper coins. Your
system needs to handle any board with 1 ≤ L ≤ 20 and the number of copper coins between 0
and L-1.

5 Multi-Game Runs

Your game simulator (for NIM and Ledge) must support batch runs of G consecutive games (a.k.a. episodes)
– using fixed values for the game parameters: N and K for NIM, Binit for Ledge. When the G games have
finished, your simulator must summarize the win-loss statistics. A typical summary (for G = 50) would be
a simple statement such as: Player 1 wins 40 of 50 games (80%). Since there are no ties in NIM nor Ledge,
all other useful statistics can be infered from such a statement. Your system should handle G as large as
100.

It must be possible to use verbose mode during a batch run. In this context, verbose indicates whether or
not the details of individual moves should be displayed during all G games. The final statistics should be
shown regardless of the value of verbose.

The first player to make a move in the G games must be controlled by a parameter (P), with options:

• 1 - Player 1 will start EVERY game in the batch

• 2 - Player 2 will start EVERY game in the batch

• 3 (Mix) - The starting player will be randomly chosen at the start of each game in the batch.

6 The Game Simulator

You need to build a simple game simulator that handles both NIM and Ledge. It must provide a simple
interface – no fancy graphics are necessary – for entering the pivotal game parameters (see below) and for
displaying the game results with verbose mode turned on or off.

The pivotal, user-specified parameters that your game simulator must provide for NIM are:

• G - number of games in a batch
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• P - starting-player option

• M - number of simulations (and hence rollouts) per actual game move.

• N - starting number of pieces/stones in each game

• K - maximum number of pieces that either player can take on their turn.

For Ledge, these pivotal parameters are:

• G - number of games in a batch.

• Binit - the initial board configuration.

• P - starting-player option

• M - number of simulations (and hence rollouts) per actual game move.

For both NIM and Ledge, the simulator must provide these results:

• Play-by-Play game action when in verbose mode.

• Essential win statistics (for at least one of the two players) for a batch of games.

When the user chooses verbose mode, the play-by-play of each episode must be displayed. Again, no fancy
graphics are necessary: a simple command-line printout will suffice.

6.1 Verbose Mode for NIM

The play-by-play details for NIM should look something like this (for a game where N=10, K=3):

• Start Pile: 10 stones

• Player 1 selects 2 stones: Remaining stones = 8

• Player 2 selects 1 stone: Remaining stones = 7

• Player 1 selects 3 stones: Remaining stones = 4

• Player 2 selects 2 stones: Remaining stones = 2

• Player 1 selects 2 stones: Remaining stones = 0

• Player 1 wins

You are welcome to use a fancier format, but the critical information (stones taken, stones remaining) must
be displayed for each turn, as must the winner of the game.
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6.2 Verbose Mode for Ledge

For Ledge, the latest move and the resulting state of the board need to be displayed. The following captures
that key information:

• Start Board: [0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 0]

• P1 moves copper from cell 8 to 6: [0 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0] (Note: zero-based indexing of the board)

• P2 moves copper from cell 3 to 0: [1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0]

• P1 picks up copper: [0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0]

• P2 moves gold from cell 5 to 1: [0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0]

• P1 moves copper from cell 6 to 2: [0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

• P2 moves gold from cell 1 to 0: [2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

• P1 picks up gold: [0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

• Player P1 wins

Again, fancier displays are welcome, but certainly not necessary.

7 Important Fact: Guaranteed Wins

Given the values of N and K (for NIM), and Binit (for Ledge), one of the two players can guarantee a win.
Runs in batch mode with a fixed starting player will often have very skewed final results, e.g. Player 1 wins
90%. A properly-working MCTS should eventually discover these guaranteed-win strategies, though it may
take several hundred or thousand rollout games to do so. For larger values of N (e.g. N > 15) for NIM and
longer boards for Ledge, your MCTS may struggle to find optimal strategies due to the enormous search
spaces. But for moderate values of these parameters, the results of batch runs with a fixed starting player
give a good indication of the proper functioning of your MCTS. This indicator will come into play
during our evaluation of your project during the demonstration.

8 Deliverables

1. Well-structured code that you can discuss and explain (in general and in detail) with a student assistant.
(13 points).

2. The ability of your system to learn successful strategies for the game of NIM during the demonstration,
with the parameter settings for NIM specified by the student assistant. (6 points)

3. The ability of your system to learn successful strategies for the game of Ledge during the demonstration,
with the parameter settings for Ledge specified by the student assistant. (6 points)

A zip file containing your commented code must be uploaded to BLACKBOARD immediately after you have
demonstrated your work to a course assistant. You will not get explicit credit for the code, but it is crucial
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that we have the code online in the event that you decide to register a formal complaint about your grade
(for the entire course).

The 25 total points for this module are 25 of the 100 points that are available for the entire semester.
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